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Map of the book

Back to school (pages 4–9)

Vocabulary

Outside at 

school

Language focus

Present perfect with already / yet revision

which / who / where revision

Story 

Back in time again

Value

Thinking about what you’re doing

 Song: The Time Travellers  Phonics: Spelling patterns

1  The treasure (pages 10–21) ?  What kinds of treasure are there?

Vocabulary

Pirates

Language focus

Present perfect with for 

and since

How long have you … ?

Story 

The pirates’ treasure

Value

Being honest

Skills 

• Reading and speaking

• Listening and writing

Think and learn

Geography: Precious metals

 Song: Get on board!  Phonics: -sure and -ture  Communication: Time to present  Writing: Think and write

2  Future transport (pages 22–33) ?  How will people travel in the future?

Vocabulary

Travel

Language focus 

need to

will / won’t

Story 

A problem for Patrick

Value

Listening carefully

Skills

• Reading and speaking

• Listening and writing

Think and learn

Environmental science: 

Renewable energy

 Functional language dialogue  Creativity: Get talking  Writing: Think and write

3  Ancient Egypt (pages 34–45) ?  What was life like in Ancient Egypt?

Vocabulary

In Egypt

Language focus

Past passive

a lot / lots of / a few / 

a little

Story

The mummy’s tomb

Value

Respecting diff erences

Skills 

• Speaking, reading and 

listening

• Reading 

Think and learn

History: Ancient Egyptian art

 Song: In old Cairo  Phonics: -ed endings  Communication: Get talking  Writing: Think and write

4  Olympic sports (pages 46–57) ?  What do we know about sports?

Vocabulary

Sports

Language focus

could (possibility)

Present continuous 

(future)

Story 

Not the best day

Value

The sporting spirit

Skills

• Reading and speaking

• Listening and speaking

Think and learn

Physical education: Fitness

 Functional language dialogue  Creativity: Get talking  Writing: Think and write
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5  In London (pages 58–69) ?  Why is London famous?

Vocabulary

Shops

Language focus

Present perfect with 

ever / never

Present perfect and 

past simple

Story

The Great Fire

Value

Thinking of others

Skills 

• Reading 

• Listening, reading and 

speaking

Think and learn

Maths: 3D shapes

 Song: Have you …?  Phonics: s and z sounds  Communication: Get talking  Writing: Think and write

6  Crazy inventions (pages 70–81) ?  How do inventions help us?

Vocabulary

Tools and 

machines

Language focus

too many / not enough

Can you tell me what 

this is / does / is for?

Story 

Professor Potts

Value

The benefits of 

technology

Skills

• Reading and speaking

• Speaking, listening 

and writing

Think and learn

Science: Simple machines

 Functional language dialogue  Creativity: Get talking  Writing: Think and write

7  This is Houston (pages 82–93) ?  What do we know about space?

Vocabulary

Moon 

landing

Language focus

Gerunds

Reported speech

Story

Alex, the engineer

Value

Admitting mistakes

Skills 

• Listening, writing and 

speaking

• Reading 

Think and learn

Science: Space

 Song: Can you hear us?  Phonics: diff erent spellings of the sound /ʌ/  Communication: Get talking  Writing: Think and write

8  A cold place (pages 94–105) ?  What’s it like at the Earth’s poles?

Vocabulary

In the Arctic

Language focus

Question tags with be

may / might

Story 

Rescuing the seal pups

Value

Looking a� er wildlife

Skills

• Speaking and listening 

• Reading, speaking and 

writing

Think and learn

Geography: The Arctic

 Functional language dialogue  Creativity: Get talking  Writing: Think and write

9  The Jurassic Age (pages 106–117) ?  What do we know about prehistoric times?

Vocabulary

Natural 

features

Language focus

2nd conditional

2nd conditional 

questions

Story 

The chase

Value

Taking an interest 

in nature

Skills 

• Reading 

• Listening, reading 

and writing

Think and learn

History: The Stone Age

 Song: I’d like to be …  Phonics: diff erent spellings of the sound /ɔː / and question intonation  Communication: Get talking

   Writing: Think and write

• Language focus: pages 118–127
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Outside at school4

2  0 0 2  Read, listen and answer the questions.

1 What does Alex think is strange?

2 How does Patrick explain their adventures?

3 What day is it?

4 What lesson have they got next?

3  Choose a word. Draw it for your partner to guess. Is that a … ?

railings10

bike rack9

tennis court8

litter bin7

gym6

running track5

football pitch4

net3

bell2

basketball hoop1

1  0 0 1     Listen and say the words. 
Check with your partner.

Back to school

Alex, Phoebe and Patrick are back from 

their time-travelling adventures.

It’s lunchtime and they are in the school 

playground waiting for the bell to ring.

They’re happy to be back, but they have a 

strange feeling that something is wrong …

3

6

4

2

9

1

7

10

8

5
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Present perfect with already / yet revision 5

1  0 0 3   How much do you remember about the Time Travellers? 
Do the quiz. Write t (true) or f (false). Listen and check.

1 They’ve already been to Turkey. 

2 They’ve already been to China. 

3 They’ve already had dinner in space. 

4 Patrick has already given someone a penknife. 

5 They haven’t been to Australia yet. 

6 They haven’t been to the USA yet. 

7 They haven’t met a famous person yet. 

8 Phoebe hasn’t bought a city guidebook yet. 

 (false). Listen and check.

2  Complete the sentences with yet or already.

1 He’s had breakfast.

2 He hasn’t had breakfast.

3 They’ve seen the film.

4 They haven’t seen the film.

3   0 0 4  Watch, listen and say.

Hi there, my name’s Leo. Yes, I know you’re Leo.

Come in and have some fun. Because you are my son.

Have you had some food yet? And we have already met.

Are you with someone? Leo – I’m your mum!

Language focus

4    What other things can you remember? Who can make the longest list?

• What have the Time Travellers already done?

• What haven’t the Time Travellers done yet?

They’ve already travelled on the Turkish underground.

They haven’t seen a dinosaur yet.
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Singing for pleasure; phonics focus: spelling patterns6

1  0 0 5  Listen and number the people and the places. Then sing the song.

a a rainforest 

b robbers, cowboys and the sheriff  

c a 1950s music star 

d a mysterious ship 

e a restaurant at the edge of the universe 

f a town in Ancient Italy 

They’ve already been to Pompeii
And seen fights in the old Wild West
And they’ve been lost at sea
On board the Mary Celeste.

They’ve already talked to Elvis
And had some cake in space.
They’ve walked in the rainforest –
A really amazing place!

Have they been to Africa?
Will they go there? Yes or no?
Come along and let’s find out
The places where they’ll go.

The Time Travellers –
They’re lost in time.
They’ll never come back
If they cross that line.

The Time Travellers –
Travelling so fast.
The past is the present
And the future is the past.

Phonics

Patrick It’s nice to follow the 

light through time.

Phoebe Nice? It’s exciting!

Patrick And the cake in space 

was tasty.

Phoebe Tasty? It was amazing!

2  0 0 7  Listen and say the dialogue.
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which / who / where revision

1  Read the dialogue and answer the questions.

Pepe Did you enjoy the Time Travellers’ story in Super Minds 5?

Ana Yes, I did. My favourite episode was the one in the rainforest.

Pepe Was that the place where they had to jump off  the waterfall?

Ana Yes, that’s right. What was your favourite?

Pepe I liked the episode when they met Elvis.

Ana That was good too.

Pepe I also liked the one about the Mary Celeste.

Ana The ship which disappeared?

Pepe Well, the ship didn’t disappear. The captain 

and the sailors disappeared.

Ana Ah yes, that’s right. Who’s your favourite character?

Pepe I like Patrick, the boy who always wants to do brave things.

Ana I like Phoebe because she’s the one who always knows 

where they are.

Pepe Do you think they’re going to do more time travel in this book?

Ana I hope they do.

1 What was Ana’s favourite episode?

2 What was Pepe’s favourite episode?

3 Who was Ana’s favourite character?

4 Who was Pepe’s favourite character?

2  Complete the sentences with which, who or where.

1 The Mary Celeste is the ship   disappeared.

2 Phoebe is the one   always knows where they are.

3 The rainforest is the place   they jumped off  the waterfall.

3   0 0 8  Watch, listen and say.

My name’s Leo and I’m a leopard. This is the jungle where I rule.

I’m the leopard who likes to rap. This is the jungle where I’m king.

These are the words which I rap. King of the jungle, king of cool.

I’ll keep rapping while you clap. You keep clapping while I sing.

Language focus

 4  Complete the sentences. Compare with your partner.

1 Istanbul is the city where  .

2 Alex is the Time Traveller who  .

3 The gate is the thing which  .

4 Patrick is the one who  .

5 Pompeii is the place where  .

6 A penknife is the present which  .
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The children went into the class and they sat down. ‘Why did we 

have to come back in time for a Science lesson?’ complained Patrick. 

‘I don’t like Science.’ Mr Davis, the Science teacher, walked in and 

started to explain, ‘Today, we’re going to do some experiments with 

liquids and powders and I want you to follow my instructions very 

carefully.’ Alex and Phoebe looked at each other. ‘This is strange,’ said Alex. 

‘Yes,’ Phoebe agreed, ‘and look at the date. It’s 1st April. That’s the same day 

that we started our time-travelling!’

Mr Davis told the children to put on their aprons and safety goggles. ‘What are we 

going to do?’ said Alex. ‘I’m worried that it’s all going to happen again. We’re going to have 

an accident and the yellow light is going to appear.’ ‘Not if we do things differently,’ 

answered Phoebe. ‘Last time, Patrick knocked the water over, so we got the 

experiment all wrong. We can’t let that happen again.’ ‘How are we going 

to stop it?’ asked Patrick. ‘Easy! You’re not going to do any of the 

experiments!’ answered Phoebe. ‘That’s not fair!’ Patrick protested. 

‘It’s boring doing nothing!’

The children went back to their desks. ‘Sit there,’ Phoebe said 

to Patrick, ‘and don’t touch anything!’ Patrick sat down and 

he took off his goggles. Alex and Phoebe started doing the 

experiments. They did the experiment which made the brick 

change colour and then they did the next one, which made 

the brick get bigger. ‘OK. Time for the last experiment,’ 

said Alex. ‘Let’s read the instructions very carefully.’

1  Go through the story quickly and find the answers to the questions.

1 Why did the experiment go wrong last time?

2 What causes an accident this time?

2  0 0 9  Read and listen to the story to check your answers.

Reading for pleasure

Story title

8

BACK IN TIME AGAIN
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Value: thinking about what you’re doing; reading for pleasure

They mixed the blue powder, the 

orange powder and the right amount 

of green powder. Then they carefully 

measured the green liquid and they put 

the mixture down on the desk.

Just then, Mr Davis came up to them. 

‘Everything OK?’ he asked. ‘Yes,’ said 

Phoebe, ‘we’re fi ne.’ ‘Excellent,’ said Mr Davis 

and then he looked at Patrick. ‘Stop fi ddling with 

your safety goggles and put them on, please.’

Patrick started to put his goggles on, but they went fl ying 

up into the air and hit the big jar of blue powder at the front 

of the shelf above the desk. The jar fell over and all the powder 

started to fall down into the mixture on the desk below. ‘Oh dear … ,’ 

said Patrick.

Suddenly there was a big explosion. ‘Oh no! What have you done?’ shouted 

Phoebe. ‘I’m sorry,’ answered Patrick. ‘It was an accident.’ At that moment, 

the yellow light appeared and started to glow. The children looked at each 

other. ‘Shall we … ?’ Phoebe started to say. Alex looked into the light and then 

back at his friends. ‘What will happen if … ?’ They all knew what they had 

to do. Together they walked into the light. They were gone in a fl ash!

9

3  Answer the questions.

1 Who doesn’t like Science?

2 What’s the date?

3 What do they put on before they do 

their experiment?

4 Who doesn’t help with the experiments?

5 What did the goggles hit?

6 Where did Alex, Phoebe and Patrick go?

4    Who do you think says these things?

1 ‘Go and get your aprons.’

2 ‘You always think it’s my fault.’

3 ‘Please read the instructions very carefully.’

4 ‘How many spoons of orange powder do 

we need, Alex?’

5 ‘Can you pass me the green liquid, Phoebe?’

6 ‘Science is boring.’

9
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Pirates10

palm tree1

hook2

eye-patch3

binoculars4

key5

hammock6

coins7

spade8

treasure chest9

hole10

1  0 1 0     Listen and say the words. 
Check with your partner.

What kinds of treasure are there?
BIG

QUESTION

The treasure1
There were lots of pirates in the Caribbean Sea from 

around 1500 until the 1700s. The pirates robbed lots of 

ships, but they didn’t always steal gold coins and 

jewels. Very o� en they stole food, water, weapons and 

clothing. They even stole things like soap, ropes and 

anchors. Sometimes they used to keep the ship which 

they captured and then sell it. On other occasions, 

they kept the ship because it was better than theirs.

2  0 1 1  Read, listen and complete the sentences.

1 The treasure chest is full of  .

2 The pirates are   the treasure.

3 The captain has got a   and a  .

4 The children plan to   the treasure.

3  Choose a word. Mime it for your partner to guess.

Look! Can you guess the word?
I’m not sure. Is it … ?

stone11

1

4

2

5

3

10

8

9

11

7

6

There were lots of pirates in the Caribbean Sea from 
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1 Bruce Stevens a a pirate

2 Jack Collins b a film director

3 Jean Fleury c an actor

2  Complete the sentences with words from the article.

1 Bruce has   since he was ten.

2 Bruce has   for almost ten years.

3   0 1 2  Watch, listen and say.

I’ve had these lovely spots since I was a cub.

I’ve had my big, long tail for eleven years.

Language focus

4  Play the for and since game.for and for and for since game.

Present perfect with for and since 11

1  Read the magazine article and match the names with the jobs.

September!

His new project is a film 
about the famous French 
pirate Jean Fleury, who 

robbed a Spanish ship 

around 1523. ‘I’ve loved 

pirates since I was ten,’ 

explains Bruce. Jack Collins 

is playing the part of Jean 
Fleury. ‘I’ve known Jack for 
almost ten years,’ Bruce tells 

us. ‘He’s a great friend and 
he’s perfect for the part.’

Film director Bruce Stevens has been in the 
Caribbean for more than six months now.
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In the late 1960s, a new sound started coming from 

the Caribbean island of Jamaica. It was called reggae 

and had a very diff erent rhythm from other music of 

the times. Singers such as Bob Marley and Peter Tosh 

brought the music to an international audience and 

these days reggae is popular all over the world.

I’ve known my parrot Polly

Since she was an egg.

I’ve walked around for years and years
On a wooden leg.

Pirates, pirates, pirates,

Get on board the ship!

It’s a pirate, pirate, pirate

Caribbean trip.

I’ve learnt to say ‘We’re pirates!’

In Spanish, French and Portuguese.

I’ve robbed lots and lots of ships
On the seven seas.

Pirates, pirates, pirates …

I’ve looked for gold and silver
For years and years and years.

I’ve found a lot of treasure
On islands far and near.

Pirates, pirates, pirates …

REGGAEAll about music: GG
In the late 1960s, a new sound started coming from 

the Caribbean island of Jamaica. It was called reggae 

and had a very diff erent rhythm from other music of 

the times. Singers such as Bob Marley and Peter Tosh 

brought the music to an international audience and 

these days reggae is popular all over the world.

GGGG

Singing for pleasure; phonics focus: -sure and -ture

1  0 1 3  Listen and answer the questions. Then sing the song.

1 What bird has the pirate got?

2 Has the pirate got an eye-patch, a wooden leg or a hook?

3 What languages does the pirate speak?

Phonics

Woody We love finding treasure …

Polly And being in nature!

Woody Gold gives us such 

pleasure …

Polly And life’s an adventure!

2  0 1 5  Listen and say the dialogue.

 It’s great.  It’s OK.  I don’t really like it.

What  I  t h ink  ab out  t h is  s ong

12
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1 The machine in the photo is nine years old.

2 Carlos has one child.

3 Pedro bought the metal detector.

2  Put the words in the correct order.

1 Russia? / How / lived / have / long / you / in  

2 known / she / long / has / Brian? / How  

3 long / have / laptop? / How / had / your / you  

3   0 1 6  Watch, listen and say.

Explorer Look at my binoculars. They’re my favourite thing.

Leo How long have you had them?

Explorer Since I was thirteen.

Leo How long have you been here?

Explorer For eleven weeks.

Language focus

4  Write a list of four objects which you have. Look at 
the pictures or use your own ideas. Then show your 
partner your list. Ask and answer.

Since my birthday.

How long have you …?

1  Read the magazine interview and correct the sentences.

Carlos Santina is well known on the beaches of Cancún. 
Most days you can find him there with his metal detector. 
We decided to find out more.

Q How long have you had this hobby?

A For about nine years.

Q Right. And how long have you lived in Cancún?

A Since 1990.

Q How long have you had this metal detector?

A  Since my birthday, six months ago. My son and my daughter 

bought it for me.

Q Do you always go metal-detecting on your own?

A No, I usually go with my friend Pedro. I’ve known him since I was ten.

How long have you had 
your rucksack, Eva?

1

13
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